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Learn about the Egyptian civilization like you're actually there! That's the magic of carefully selected

images that appropriately depict life way back then. Pictures tell a thousand stories therefore

making learning a fun and visual experience. This book is the perfect companion of those

text-heavy books used at school. Grab a copy of this interactive book today!
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Being a homeschool mom of four children I am always looking for books which can supplement our

science and history curriculum. When I saw this book on ancient Egyptian history I was excited. We

study the ancient civilizations and cultures in first grade. I like to go to the library when possible to

check out multiple books, but it's always nice to have some at home. Having it on the Kindle is even

better as I can have multiple books on hand at all times.I have quite a few books by the author and I

love the format. There is always a few facts stated on a page and then the next page is a picture of

something which pertains to what was just stated. The problem I have with this book is there are so

many wonderful buildings, ruins, pyramids, artwork, etc. and the author does not discuss anything

which is shown. I would give this book more stars if the author would give a few facts or discuss

what is in the pictures. They are so beautiful too. Children love learning and seeing these beautiful

and stunning scenes, but not stating what they are does a disservice to the child.Not only are

somethings never discussed, but when they are key facts are left out. An example is on the last

page of the book. "One of the most important inventions of the Ancient Egyptians was writing."

Ancient Egypt had 3 different forms of writing, but the most well known is hieroglyphics. I believe

this should have been mentioned.Also, the grammar and sentence structure is quite lacking. For



example on the third page:"Ancient Egypt was one of the earliest in world history." Earliest what?

Civilizations I assume?"Ancient Egypt was one of the greatest and most powerful civilization in the

history." In the history of what? In the history of the world, ancient world, Africa, etc.?I really wanted

to love this book as it had so much promise, but it is lacking in so many areas. The pictures are

absolutely stunning and so I will use this book to supplement our studies.I was given this book for

free in exchange for my honest review and opinion.

There is so much information out there regarding pharaohs, pyramids, and the culture and religion

of Egypt. This book is an awesome look at Ancient Egyptians, their cultures and their practices.

Learning about Egypt was always enjoyable to me and interesting. This book reads easy for the

youngsters and is very informative. The best part about this book is the stunning photos that it has!

It is rare to find e-books with such high quality photos. These are great quick reads that are visually

stimulating as well as fun to read. The things they invented and how all of Egypt cane together as

one whole empire. The pics are so clear on my phone it is as if you are right there in Egypt with a

camera taking the pictures. It has amazing pictures one your little one will most interested in. The

pictures are well placed and interesting. They could have added that the written language was

called hieroglyphics. It's straight to the point and does a great job of explaining Egypt. It's a quick

read, and has great pictures. This is a really quick, fun read for any child who is learning about

Egyptian civilization. This short read is all about fun facts. I would definitely recommend getting this.

I am grateful to have received this e-book for free for my honest, unbiased and non-compensated

review.

This book Ã¢Â€Âœ3rd Grade History: The Egyptian Civilization: Egyptian Books for KidsÃ¢Â€Â•, is

part of the series collection for 3rd Grade ChildrenÃ¢Â€Â™s Ancient History Series published by

Speedy Publishing. This is a picture book with short references for each photograph or picture

based on the idea that a child will easy remember the concept by just looking into the picture related

to that concept taught.An excellent publication addressed to small children that can be used for

teaching purposes and as a source to share a good lecture with your kids. This book is about

Ancient History of Egypt throughout enriching the knowledge for any reader, then it contains

amazing full color, high detailed, photographs/pictures about Egypt, a civilization located at ancient

Northeastern Africa, concentrated along the lower reaches of the Nile River in what is now the

modern country of Egypt.This ancient history has shown that the first pharaoh of Egypt, Memes,

united the Upper and Lower parts of Egypt into a single civilization. Ancient Egypt was grouped into



three major kingdoms called the Old Kingdom, the Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom. During

the Old Kingdom, many pyramids were built; during the Middle Kingdom, Egypt was ruled by a

single government and Pharaoh; and, during the New Kingdom, was the Golden Age of this

civilization. Writing was one great achievement among many others by the Ancient Egypt

civilization.As this book has beautiful, full colored, high detailed, photographs/pictures you may want

to share with your kids and/or students as they can serve as point for further discussions or a way to

develop language skill by promoting the children to express themselves about what they see and

understand by looking at the photograph or picture.Disclosure: I received this product on a

promotional discount for my honest review and they are 100% my own opinions; of course, I do

understand that your own opinion may differ from mine and I do respect that in any way. I

havenÃ¢Â€Â™t received any kind of compensation and I am not required to give a good review. I

am also not associated with the seller in any way. This disclosure is in accordance with Federal

Trade CommissionÃ¢Â€Â™s 16 CFR, Part 255: Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and

Testimonials in Advertising.If my review was helpful to you, would you please vote, yes. I try to do

my reviews honest with the pros and cons I can see myself in a product, and with facts that a

potential customer might find useful.

I have to say this book was funny and also interesting to read. I can say I'll be reading it again and

again! My favorite part is how detail the picture are! I have read several books by Baby Professor,

and have to say there great! I order the digital version of them and it nice to have a book

downloaded right to your kindle and able to read it within seconds. Their books have HD pictures

and are very easy to read! There short books and that great for kids, because you end up reading 5

books before they fall asleep or on to something else. I received this product for discount or free in

exchange for my honest and unbiased review.
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